
More than 25 years ago, a group of environmental 
leaders founded Green Century to provide a way for 
people who care about the planet to save for their 
future without compromising their values. 

Today, every dollar Green Century earns managing 
its Funds supports those nonprofit organizations and 
their work to protect the environment and public 
health and enact positive public policy.

As the first family of fossil fuel free, responsible, and 
diversified mutual funds in the U.S., few mutual funds 
can match Green Century’s sustainable-investment 
strategy. 

Even fewer offer an in-house, in-depth shareholder 
advocacy program.

No other mutual fund offers investors the opportunity 
to make an environmental impact through its 
ownership, which makes Green Century truly one of    
a kind.

Green Century has provided financial support for 
numerous environmental and public health campaigns 
of its nonprofit owners and partners, including:

Green Century° is the only mutual 
fund company in the United States 
wholly owned by environmental 
and public health nonprofit 

organizations. 100% of the profits 
earned from managing the Green 
Century Funds belong to those 
nonprofit organizations.

Nonprofit Ownership

Former Governor Jerry Brown signing SB 100, which put California 
on a path to generate 100% of its electricity from renewable 
and zero-carbon sources by 2045, flanked by representatives of 
Green Century’s nonprofit owners and partners, in Sacramento in 
September 2018.

[Photo by Lorie Shelley/ CA Senate Photographer.]



The organizations which founded and own Green Century Capital Management are: California Public Interest Research Group (CALPIRG), Citizen Lobby 
of New Jersey (NJPIRG), Colorado Public Interest Research Group (COPIRG), ConnPIRG Citizen Lobby, Fund for the Public Interest, Massachusetts Public 
Interest Research Group (MASSPIRG), MOPIRG Citizen Organization, PIRGIM Public Interest Lobby, and Washington State Public Interest Research Group 
(WASHPIRG).
°Green Century Capital Management, Inc. (Green Century) is the investment advisor to the Green Century Funds (the Funds).
*As of March 31, 2022, McDonald’s Corporation comprised 0.00%, 0.91% and 0.00% of the Green Century Balanced Fund, the Green Century Equity Fund, 
and the Green Century International Index Fund, respectively. References to specific securities, which will change due to ongoing management of the 
Funds, should not be construed asG a recommendation by the Funds, their administrator, or their distributor.
You should carefully consider the Funds’ investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses before investing. To obtain a Prospectus that 
contains this and other information about the Funds, please visit www.greencentury.com for more information, email 
info@greencentury.com or call 1-800-934-7336. Please read the Prospectus carefully before investing.
Stocks will fluctuate in response to factors that may affect a single company, industry, sector, country, region or the market as a whole and may perform 
worse than the market. Foreign securities are subject to additional risks such as currency fluctuations, regional economic or political conditions, differences 
in accounting methods, and other unique risks compared to investing in securities of U.S. issuers. Bonds are subject to risks including interest rate, credit, 
and inflation. A sustainable investment strategy which incorporates environmental, social and governance criteria may result in lower or higher returns 
than an investment strategy that does not include such criteria. 
This information has been prepared from sources believed to be reliable. The views expressed are as of the date of this writing and are those of the 
Advisor to the Funds
The Green Century Funds are distributed by UMB Distribution Services, LLC. 235 W Galena Street, Milwaukee, WI 53212. 4/22

www.greencentury.com/ownership        1-800-934-7336
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The Wildlife Over Waste campaign, which aims to protect 
our oceans and marine life, including sea turtles and other 
endangered species, from plastic pollution and helped 
convince Maine, Maryland, Vermont, and Oregon to ban 
polystyrene

The No Bees, No Food campaign aimed at convincing the 
Environmental Protection Agency to declare a nationwide 
moratorium on the use of pesticides decimating bee 
colonies

The Stop the Overuse of Antibiotics campaign that helped 
convince McDonald’s,* the largest purchaser of beer in 
the world, to restrict the use of antibiotics in its beef 
and chicken supply chains and continues to push more 
restaurant chains to do the same

The Go Solar campaign, which helped prod California to 
install more than one million solar roofs across the state and 
mandate solar panels on all new homes built after 2020

The 21st Century Transportation campaign aimed at urging 
the Environmental Protection Agency to protect America’s 
clean car standards

The 100% Renewable Energy campaign, recently honored 
as a finalist in the Fast Company World Changing Ideas 
Awards 2020, helped push six states - Hawaii, California, 
New Mexico, Washington, New York, and Maine - to 
adopt 100% zero-carbon electricity legislation and is now 
promoting similar legislation in Massachusetts, New Jersey, 
Pennsylvania, North Carolina, Florida, Michigan, Illinois, 
and Minnesota  

The permanent reauthorization of the Land and Water 
Conservation Fund, which has been instrumental in 
protecting national treasures, such as the Grand Canyon, 
Great Smoky Mountains, and the Appalachian Trail 


